ROYAL BOROUGH OF WINDSOR & MAIDENHEAD
PLANNING COMMITTEE
MAIDENHEAD DEVELOPMENT CONTROL PANEL
21 August 2019
Item: 1
Application
18/02550/FULL
No.:
Location:
23 - 33 York Road Maidenhead
Proposal:
Redevelopment of the site to provide 53 apartments, comprising 23x studio flats, 25x 1
bed flats and 5x 2 bed flats, and associated landscaping following demolition of the
existing buildings.
Applicant:
Shanly Homes Limited
Agent:
Mr Kevin Scott
Parish/Ward:
Maidenhead Unparished/Oldfield Ward
If you have a question about this report, please contact: Susan Sharman on 01628 685320 or at
susan.sharman@rbwm.gov.uk
1.

SUMMARY

1.1

Paragraph 11 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) states that planning decisions
should apply a presumption in favour of sustainable development and that, for decision-taking,
this means approving development proposals that accord with an up-to-date development plan;
or where there are no relevant development plan policies, or the policies which are most
important for determining the application are out-of-date, granting permission unless: i) the
application of policies in the NPPF that protect areas or assets of particular importance provides
a clear reason for refusing the development proposed; or ii) any adverse impacts of doing so
would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies
in the NPPF taken as a whole.

1.2

In this case the tilted balance is engaged. The proposal would have some harm to the visual
amenities of the area. However, the proposal would make more efficient use of a previously
developed site, which the NPPF affords substantial weight, and the site is within a sustainable
location and would contribute to meeting the need for high quality homes in the Royal Borough.
Accordingly, the benefits of the scheme are not outweighed by the harm.
Subject to the LLFA’s consultation response, it is recommended the Panel GRANTS
planning permission with the conditions listed in Section 11 of this report.

2.

REASON FOR PANEL DETERMINATION
 The Council’s Constitution does not give the Head of Planning delegated powers to
determine the application in the way recommended; such decisions can only be made by the
Panel.

3.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE AND ITS SURROUNDINGS

3.1

The application site comprises a 0.09 hectare, corner plot located on the north side of York Road,
at its junction with Park Street, within Maidenhead Town Centre. The site is roughly square and
currently occupied by a short terrace of six, three-storey Victorian buildings. 5 of the properties
have been vacant for approximately 15 years, while the end building, adjacent to the Park Street
York Road junction, is occupied by ‘The Anchor’ public house on the ground floor with a flat
above and with a single story extension to the rear. The building occupies approximately onethird of the site with the remainder being hard-surfaced and used for parking.

3.2

The application site is part of the York Road Opportunity Area, identified in the adopted
Maidenhead Town Centre Area Action Plan (2011). It is also an identified housing allocations
site in the emerging Borough Local Plan. Desborough Bowling Club, to the south and on the
opposite side of York Road, is also part of the Opportunity Area and where planning permission
to redevelop the site to provide 149 apartments was granted in October 2018 under application
18/01777. On the opposite corner of the Park Street York Road junction, and to the east of the
application site, Phase 1 of a mixed use redevelopment scheme is currently under construction.
Planning permission to provide 229 dwellings and 1,930 sqm of commercial and community
space, in 3 construction phases, was granted in 2018 under application 18/01608. Phase 3 of
the redevelopment scheme is immediately to the north of the application site. Grove Road
bounds the application site to the west with three-storey office buildings beyond.

3.3

There are no particular planning policy constraints to the site. It is not in an area at risk from
flooding, there are no trees on the site and it is approximately 70m away from the Maidenhead
Town Centre Conservation Area.

4.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSAL AND ANY RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

4.1

The proposal as originally submitted involved the redevelopment of the site for 55 apartments in
one building rising to 8 storeys, with basement parking for 17 cars. The original proposal also
involved the loss of ‘The Anchor’ pub. Following consultation with Design Review South East,
(an advisory panel of specialists in architecture, urban design and landscaping, paid for by the
applicant), the proposal was revised. (Details of the specific changes, together with an
assessment of the scale and design of the proposal, are set out in Section 8 of this report).

4.2

The revised application seeks full planning permission for a residential led mixed use
development providing 53 dwellings (47 dwellings net), with a revised mix of a higher percentage
of studios and one-bedroom units, to take account of the revised parking provision. As a result,
the area of residential use has been reduced by 750sqm (870sqft) and the proposed A3/A4/D1
use by 246sqm (gross internal area). The development would be within one building across 7
floors and would be approximately 27m wide by 23m deep. The roof line is staggered with the
building at 4 storeys on its west side, where it adjoins Grove Road and adjacent to the threestorey offices, then rising to 7 storeys at a height of approximately 22m.

4.3

The proposed A3/A4/D1 use would occupy roughly the same ground floor area as the existing
public house taking up the whole of the east elevation facing Park Street and two-thirds of the
south elevation facing York Road. The main entrance to the apartments would be taken from
York Road. Access to 5 under-croft parking spaces (including 2 disabled spaces) and the
residential and commercial bin stores would be from Grove Road, while access to a bike store for
50 cycles would be to the rear (north elevation). Above the ground floor and across six storeys,
the proposed dwellings would be a mix of 23 studios, 25 x 1 bedroom apartments and 5 x 2
bedroom apartments. Some open space with tree planting and seating would be provided to the
front of the building adjacent to York Road.

4.4
Reference
19/01291
18/01969
10/00968

10/00592
09/01646
07/02392
06/01282

Description
Demolition of existing building and
site hoarding.
Prior notification of demolition of 23
to 31 York Road.
Full application for 13 x 2 bed flats
following demolition of existing
buildings.

Decision
Pending determination.
Withdrawn 07.08.18.

Refused 28.07.10.
Considered to prejudice the
regeneration of the wider area
identified in the, what was then,
emerging AAP.
Landscape reserved matters.
Invalid.
Application for prior approval to Approved 08.09.09.
demolish existing properties.
Reserved matters.
Approved 06.12.07.
Outline application for 13 dwellings.
Approved 03.08.06.

05/02474
03/40099/OUT

5.

Outline application for 13 dwellings.
Refused 09.01.06.
Demolition of houses and public Withdrawn 26.01.05.
house and erection of 14 residential
units and semi-basement parking.

DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Adopted Royal Borough Local Plan (2003)

5.1

The main Development Plan policies applying to the site are:
Issue
Design guidelines
Affordable housing within urban areas
Housing layout and design
Housing density
Parking within development
New developments and highway design
Cycling

Adopted Local Plan Policy
DG1
H3
H10
H11
P4
T5
T7

These policies can be found at
https://www3.rbwm.gov.uk/downloads/download/154/local_plan_documents_and_appendices

Maidenhead Town Centre Area Action Plan (MTCAAP), Adopted September 2011
5.2

When it was adopted in September 2011, the MTCAAP superseded the Maidenhead Town
Centre area based policies and proposals in the Local Plan and became the most relevant
development plan for the Maidenhead Town Centre area. The main planning considerations and
policies applicable to the site and the proposal are:
Issue
Principle of development: York Road Opportunity Area.
Streets & Spaces
Greening
Quality Design
Food & Drink
Housing
Accessibility

Adopted MTCAAP
Policy OA 3
Policy MTC 1
Policy MTC 2
Policy MTC 4
Policy MTC 8
Policy MTC 12
Policy MTC 14

These policies can be found at
https://www3.rbwm.gov.uk/downloads/download/154/local_plan_documents_and_appendices
6.

OTHER MATERIAL PLANNING POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

6.1

National Planning Policy Framework Sections (NPPF) (2019)
The main sections of the NPPF relevant to the consideration of the proposal are:
Section 2 – Achieving sustainable development
Section 4 - Decision making
Section 5 – Delivering a sufficient supply of housing
Section 11 – Making efficient use of land
Section 12- Achieving well-designed places

6.2

Borough Local Plan: Submission Version (BLPSV)
Issue
Spatial strategy.
Sustainability and placemaking and the character
and design of new development.
Housing – sites, mix and type, affordable housing
and density.
Environmental protection – Air pollution.
Managing flood risk.

Local Plan Policy
SP1
SP2, SP3
HO1, HO2, HO3, HO5
EP2
NR1

6.3

The NPPF sets out that decision-makers may give weight to relevant policies in emerging plans
according to their stage of preparation. The Borough Local Plan Submission Document was
published in June 2017. Public consultation ran from 30 June to 27 September 2017. Following
this process the Council prepared a report summarising the issues raised in the representations
and setting out its response to them. This report, together with all the representations received
during the representation period, the plan and its supporting documents have now been
submitted to the Secretary of State for examination. The Submission Version of the Borough
Local Plan does not form part of the statutory development plan for the Borough. However, by
publishing and submitting the Borough Local Plan for independent examination the Council has
formally confirmed its intention to adopt the submission version. As the Council considers the
emerging Borough Local Plan to be sound and legally compliant, officers and Councillors should
accord relevant policies and allocations significant weight in the determination of applications
taking account of the extent to which there are unresolved objections to relevant policies.
Therefore, the weight afforded to each policy at this stage will differ depending on the level and
type of representation to that policy. This is addressed in more detail in the assessment below.

6.4

This document can be found at:
https://www3.rbwm.gov.uk/info/201026/borough_local_plan/1351/submission/1
Other Local Strategies or Publications

6.5

Other Strategies or publications relevant to the proposal are:
 RBWM Parking Strategy
 Affordable Housing Planning Guidance
More information on these documents can be found at:
https://www3.rbwm.gov.uk/info/200414/local_development_framework/494/supplementary_planni
ng

7.

CONSULTATIONS CARRIED OUT
Comments from interested parties

7.1

24 occupiers of neighbouring properties were notified directly of the application and re-consulted,
along with consultees, on the revised scheme on 16.04.19.

7.2

The planning officer posted a notice advertising the application at the site on 14.09.18. and the
application was advertised in the Local Press on 13.09.18.

7.3

1 letter was received from the Maidenhead Civic Society objecting to the original proposal on the
grounds of height, bulk and mass, high density, too little space for landscaping and amenity
space around the building, inadequate parking provision and lack of a safe drop off / delivery
location. These matters are addressed in Section 8 of this report. No further comments were
received from the Maidenhead Civic Society in relation to the revised scheme.

7.4

No other third party representations were received either supporting or objecting to the original or
revised scheme.

7.5

Consultee responses

Consultee

Comment

Design Review –
South East

Summary of issues raised in relation to the original
scheme:























Where in the
report this is
considered

Covered in
paragraphs
The Anchor pub is a significant landmark and there 8.52-8.54
is no evidence to justify the loss of this community
Revised
space;
scheme
Non-residential uses should be on the ground floor;
includes PH or
New building should respect the existing scale, alternative D1
use.
building line and visual continuity of York Road;
The lack of affordable housing is unacceptable;

The interface with the boundary to the north is poor
and needs rethinking. The floor plans should show
how the proposed relates to the neighbouring
scheme to the north;
8 storeys is too high given context of site;
Need street views from eye-level along York Road,
Grove Road and Park Street. Needs sensitive
massing and some space for some public realm, for
example street trees, seating and width of pavement
increased;
Parking should be minimised. The lift to the
basement parking is environmentally unsound and
financially unviable;
Too many homes are provided;
Need to consider an alternative to the corner
entrance proposed;
Relocate bin store and needs street access to cycle
store;

No residential
on GF.
Acceptable in
terms of building
line and
continuity, and
generally in
terms of scale.
Revised
scheme is better
with some harm.
The height has
been reduced.
Street scenes
are provided.

Parking is
significantly
Need to consider how the homes will be reduced. No lift
experienced – light, space, acoustics and or basement
orientation;
parking.
Scheme makes
a very efficient
The design should respond to the immediate use of PDL.
context of Maidenhead and not art-Deco style of Corner has
bowling club redevelopment;
been redesigned.
The set back of the top floor is not necessary, nor Bin stores now
are the projecting balconies;
relocated.
The double height plinth on York Road elevation is Occupiers
disproportionate and needs to be revised to amenities are
coordinate with existing terraces and Countryside acceptable.
scheme;
Scheme reArchitectural details need to be made clear and designed to
materials clarified;
reflect existing
context.



The application should be accompanied by an
energy strategy.

Revised
scheme takes
account of this.
Double plinth
removed from
revised scheme.

Details are
acceptable.

Highway
Authority

An energy
statement has
been submitted.
In relation to the original scheme for 55 dwellings and See paragraphs
basement parking 17 cars: No objections to the 8.42 to 8.47
proposed parking provision on the basis that the site is in inclusive.
an accessible location. No objections to the car lift in
principle but concerns with regard to its operation.
Advised cycle storage should be a mix of two-tier and
Sheffield type stands. The refuse storage should be
relocated to Grove Road to avoid refuse lorries stopping
on York Road. Compared to the existing use of the site,
the proposal would lead to an increase of 78 trips per
day.
Summary in relation to the original scheme: The
proposal raises no highway concerns with respect to
traffic generation, its impact on the surrounding network
or parking provision. The applicant is advised to amend
the cycle parking plan and submit a refuse and recycling
strategy for the development. It is suggested these be
covered by planning conditions.
In relation to the revised scheme for 53 dwellings, no
basement parking, under-croft parking for 5 cars and
relocation of refuse and bike storage: The parking
provision is significantly below the Council’s adopted
parking standards but in light of the site’s accessible
location and policies in the NPPF, no objection is raised
in relation to parking. The layout and design of the cycle
parking is not best practice compliant and should be
amended. The long-term refuse and recycling strategy
involves collection from Grove Road, which is preferred
to York Road.
Details of the service and refuse
arrangements for the commercial use should be
submitted. The revised scheme will generate less trips
than the original proposal due to the reduction in parking,
but it is not accepted that the commercial use will not
generate any trips. Overall, no objections subject to
conditions in respect of cycle parking plans to be
provided,
access
as
approved,
construction
management plan and details of refuse bin and recycling
facilities.
In response to the amended cycle parking details
submitted: The cycle storage facilities do not comply with
best practice and would not be accessible for all users.

Lead Local Flood
Authority

In relation to the revised scheme and additional See paragraphs
information: It is noted that the revised proposal no 8.48 to 8.51
longer involves basement parking and the associated inclusive.
surface water pumping station. However, the applicant
should clarify why green roofs are not incorporated in the
scheme to improve the sustainability of the development.
It is noted that a gravity connection to the public surface
water sewer system is proposed and that the revised
design no longer includes a car lift.
The applicant should confirm who will be responsible for
the maintenance regime and confirm where flows will be
redirected in any exceedance events. The implications
of a 40% increase in peak rainfall runoff (from climate
change) should be assessed with proposed mitigation to
reduce this risk. The applicant needs to provide further
information on how rainwater pipes will connect to the
attenuation tank and provide cover and invert levels for
the tank, plus details of flow controls.

Thames Water

No objections with regard to waste water network and Noted.
waste water process infrastructure capacity based on the
information provided.

Archaeology

No objection.

Trees

See paragraphs
8.55 to 8.58
inclusive.
In relation to the original scheme: There are no trees Covered in
within the site and very limited soft ground, therefore no paragraphs 8.24
objection on tree grounds. However, there is insufficient and 8.25.
space for the proposed 4 trees to the front of the
development and the thin strips of lawn to the north, east
and west of the building are unlikely to be feasible in the
long-term and will be difficult to maintain.

8.

EXPLANATION OF RECOMMENDATION

8.1

The key issues for consideration are:
i

The principle of the proposed development;

ii

The impact of the proposal on the character and appearance of the area, having regard to
density, scale and massing, design and landscaping;

iii

The impact of the proposal on the amenities of occupiers of neighbouring properties;

iv

Whether the living conditions of future occupiers of the development are acceptable;

v

Highway implications and parking provision;

vi

Whether the proposal would increase surface water runoff from the site leading to
increased flood risk;

vii

Affordable housing;

viii

Archaeological impacts;

ix

Air quality;

x

Ecology; and

xi

The Planning Balance.

The principle of the proposed development
8.2

The application site is located within the wider York Road Opportunity Area as identified by Policy
OA3 in the adopted Maidenhead Town Centre Area Action Plan (AAP). This Opportunity Area,
as a whole is allocated in the Plan for residential and office led mixed use development.

8.3

The AAP sets out that the redevelopment within the York Road Opportunity Area may be
achieved through a single or phased approach, with land either side of York Road coming
forward at separate times. However, any proposals for the area are required to be planned in a
comprehensive manner and ensure effective integration between land north and south of York
Road.

8.4

The Spatial Strategy set out in the BLPSV states “New development will be largely focused on
the strategic growth location of Maidenhead. Maidenhead town centre will be a major focus of
sustainable growth to support its important role within the wider Thames Valley. Higher intensity
development will be encouraged within and near to Maidenhead town centre to make the most of
the town’s transport links and to take advantage of the Elizabeth Line connections.” The York
Road sites are allocated as site HA5 in the emerging BLPSV Policy HO1 to provide
approximately 320 residential units as part of a mixed use scheme for the whole site. The
BLPSV effectively doubles the housing allocation for the area, superseding the allocation set out
in Policy OA3 of the AAP.

8.5

As the application site is identified within the York Road Opportunity Area in the adopted
Maidenhead AAP, and as part of an allocated housing site (HA5) of the emerging Policy HO1 of
the BLPSV, the principle of redeveloping the site for a residential led mixed use scheme is
acceptable. Whilst the original proposal would have involved the loss of the public house which,
as a community facility there would be an in-principle objection to, the Design and Access
Statement Addendum March 19 for the revised scheme confirms part, (246sqm compared to the
existing floor area of 230sqm) of the ground floor would be retained for an A3/A4 use. The
applicants have subsequently advised that they would also like to consider a D1 (non-residential
institutions) use within this area. As public houses fall within Use Class A4 and cafes and
restaurants are within Use Class A3, and as Policy OA3 of the AAP and site allocation HA5 of the
BLPSV specifically require retention of community facilities, unless it can be demonstrated that it
is no longer needed or acceptable alternative provision can be made elsewhere, it is
recommended a condition be imposed that the ground floor commercial use be for an A4 or D1
use only, (as per condition 4 in Section 11 of this report).
The impact of the proposal on the character and appearance of the area, having regard to
density, scale and massing, design and landscaping

8.6

Policies MTC1, MTC4 and OA3 of the Maidenhead Town Centre AAP emphasise the need for
place making and creating a high quality, town centre environment, setting out a framework for
how this can be delivered in the York Road Opportunity Area. The successful integration of all
forms of new development in the area with the surrounding context is an important design
objective. Development proposals are expected to be appropriate in terms of site coverage,
urban grain, layout, access, scale, proportion, mass and bulk, height, roofscape and landscape.
Developments are also expected to be visually attractive from all angles and enhance streets and
spaces through quality design and architecture.

8.7

Section 12 of the NPPF deals with achieving well-designed places and delivery of developments
that will function and contribute to the overall quality of the area in the long term. To achieve this,
development should be visually attractive as a result of good architecture, layout and appropriate
and effective landscaping and should be sympathetic to local character and history, including the
surrounding built environment and landscape setting. The NPPF is also clear to emphasise that
this should not prevent or discourage change, such as increased densities.

8.8

Policies SP1 and SP2 of the BLPSV states that new developments should positively contribute to
the places in which they are located. Larger developments should provide a harmonious,
integrated mix of uses, where appropriate, that foster a sense of community, vibrancy and
activity. Policy SP3 sets out a number of principles to achieve a suitable high quality design.

8.9

It is noted from the planning history that planning permission for 13 apartments was refused
under application 10/00968 on the grounds that it would have prejudiced the wider regeneration
of the area set out in the then emerging AAP. Since that application and with the approval of the
Countryside application, reference 18/01608/FULL and the applicant’s plans for the bowling club
site approved under application 18/01777/OUT, the context of the application site is now better
known. In addition, advice from the Design Review South East panel on the original scheme, (a
summary of its recommendations are set out in Section 7 of this report), has informed the now
revised scheme.
Context

8.10

In terms of context, the application site will be surrounded on three sides by recently approved
redevelopment schemes. To the east of the site is Phase 1 of what is known as the ‘Countryside’
redevelopment scheme for the York Road area, (the applicant/developer being Countryside
Properties Ltd in partnership with RBWM). This phase is currently under construction on what
was previously the Council’s staff car park and involves the building of Block D, which is roughly
U-shaped and runs adjacent to the east side of Park Street, the north side of York Road and west
side of St. Ives Road. Where Block D faces the application site, along Park Street and at its
junction with York Road, the building will have 5 storeys (approximately 16m high). The design of
Block D is described in the Planning Officer’s report to Panel as homogenous and simple so not
to distract from the strength of the Maidenhead Library’s design and with a predominant use of
brick.

8.11

Block E of Phase 3 of the ‘Countryside’ scheme is to the north (rear) of the application site, on
what is currently part of the Grove Road public car park. At its closest point to the application
site, Block E will have 4 storeys (approximately 13m high). Together with Block F (to be built on
the remainder of the Grove Road car park), Block E is described as being in a ‘Home Zone’ that
will integrate into the historic layout of Grove Road.

8.12

To the south of the application site on the opposite side of York Road will be the applicant’s
redevelopment scheme of the Desborough Bowling Club, approved under application 18/01777.
This envisages a part 4, part 6 and part 7 storey building facing the application site. The
architectural approach of the development is described in the Planning Officer’s report to Panel
as one of a “mansion block” in red brick and with stone detailing.

8.13

To the west of the site, on the opposite side of Grove Road, are tall three-storey Victorian
buildings currently used as offices. These are outside the York Road Opportunity Area and there
are currently no plans to redevelop this site.

8.14

Within the wider area, planning permission has been granted to redevelop land approximately
100m north-west of the application site bounded by Queen Street, King Street and Broadway,
known locally as ‘The Landing’. The permission granted under 18/01576/FULL includes 3
buildings of 15-16 storeys high accommodating 344 residential units. ‘Berkshire House’ located
at the northern end of Park Street, approximately 180m from the application site, is a prominent
15 storey building in the town centre.
Density

8.15

The density of the development is 588 dwellings per hectare. By comparison, the redevelopment
scheme for the bowling club has a density of 286 dwellings per hectare, the ‘Countryside’
scheme is 139 dwellings per hectare and ‘The Landing’ scheme has a density of 330 dwellings
per hectare.

8.16

While the density of development is high this does not automatically make the proposal
unacceptable if it can be justified on the wider merits of the scheme. The development does not
involve a tall building, unlike parts of ‘The Landing’ development at 15 storeys. Density is only
one consideration and it is the form the development takes as a result of the density that is key to
determining its acceptability. The fact that the majority of the apartments are studios and onebedroom results in the proposal having a higher density. In addition, the NPPF makes clear that
planning decisions should support development that makes effective use of land, particularly in
meeting the need for homes and taking account of promoting regeneration and change.
Scale and massing

8.17

Having regard to the site’s surroundings, the Design Review panel advised that the original
scheme at 8 storeys was too high, suggesting a building of four or five storeys. In response to
this, the applicant has revised the scheme by reducing the staggered height of the building by
one storey to five and seven storeys and slightly increasing the separation distance between the
development and the site to the west.

8.18

In relation to the redevelopment schemes to the north and east of the site the proposed
development would be three and two storeys higher respectively. It would also be two-storeys
higher than the existing development to the west. However, in relation to the proposed
development to the south, on the opposite side of York Road, the proposal would be of a similar
scale at seven storeys.

8.19

Ideally any differences in height between buildings that are in close proximity to each other
should be more gradual, so as not to dominate the character of the area and detract from its
appearance. At two-storeys higher and in close proximity (approximately 5m at its closest point)
to Block E of the Grove Road redevelopment, the proposed building would appear noticeably
taller when viewed from Park Street, though it is not considered to have a significantly
overbearing impact. Although there is harm at this point of the development it does not
necessarily make the overall scheme unacceptable when considered in the round. The harm and
benefits of the proposal as a whole are assessed further in this report under the Planning
Balance.

8.20

While the proposed building would also be noticeably taller than the approved development to the
east and existing development to the west some visual relief would be afforded by way of the
separation between the buildings provided by Park Road and Grove Road respectively. The
building would also sit slightly further back from York Road than these neighbouring
developments helping to alleviate any perceived dominance. When viewed in relation to the
bowling club scheme, the development will appear compatible. With the exception of its
relationship to the Grove Road development, it is not considered that the scale and massing of
the proposal would dominate the street scene to the detriment of the existing and emerging
character of the area.
Design

8.21

Following consultation with the Design Review Panel (DRP), a number of architectural changes
were made to the scheme. The lowering of the height by one storey, as mentioned above, has
helped alleviate the scale and bulk of the building, while providing a focal point and connection to
the York Road Opportunity Area and mediating the existing and emerging context. In addition to
this, the architectural language has been reconsidered and amended to refer to the existing
architecture in the immediate context as well as the proposed architecture of the emerging
schemes along the north side of York Road.

8.22

The applicant has also taken on the advice of the DRP by not setting the top floor back and
instead designed it as a mansard roof in keeping with the proposed architecture. The previously
proposed recessed balconies have been omitted and bay windows have been added to integrate
better with the existing neighbouring properties to the west. The double height plinth originally
proposed has now been removed and designed to better integrate with the emerging
‘Countryside’ scheme, and the main entrance to the residential units has been moved away from
the corner to provide a better experience and a more direct route for residents and visitors. The

recessed corner on the ground and first floors originally proposed has now been removed to give
the building more prominence at street level and create a stronger relationship between the
building and the public realm.
8.23

Overall, the DRP suggested a number of architectural changes which the applicant has largely
embraced resulting in an architecturally high quality scheme. Subject to conditions 2, 3, 5, 6 and
8 in Section 11 of this report, (and with the exception of some harm resulting from the relationship
of the north elevation to the adjoining Block E Countryside scheme), the proposal will not harm
the existing or emerging character and appearance of the area, and complies with adopted
Policies DG1, H10 and H11 of the Local Plan, adopted Policies OA3, MTC1, MTC4 and MTC12
of the AAP, and emerging Policies SP2, SP3, HO2 and HO5 of the BLPSV.
Landscaping

8.24

The proposed landscaping for the original scheme has also been revised following advice from
the DRP, in order to create a stronger relationship between the building and the wider public
realm. The small areas of grass, fencing and street trees originally proposed have now been
omitted and replaced by carefully designed hard landscaping. As a result, the pavement
adjacent to York Road will appear wider, opening-up the building to attract passers-by.

8.25

Having regard to the lack of trees and landscaping on the existing site and to the tree planting
proposed adjacent to the ‘Countryside’ scheme along York Road, the proposed landscaping is
appropriate and acceptable. Subject to condition 13 in Section 11 of this report the proposal
complies with Policies DG1 and H10 of the Local Plan, Policies OA3 and MTC2 of the AAP and
emerging Policies SP2 and SP3 of the BLPSV.
The impact of the proposal on the amenities of occupiers of neighbouring properties

8.26

At present, the proposed development if constructed now would have no adverse impact on the
living conditions of any occupiers of neighbouring residential properties in terms of loss of light,
loss of privacy or from appearing overbearing. This is because there are no residential properties
immediately adjoining the site. The closest residential properties likely to be affected by the
proposed development would be flats above shops located on Queen Street at least 50m away
from the application site. This separation, together with the orientation of the building and the
position of proposed openings and balconies, will ensure that the amenities of the closest
residents will not be harmed.

8.27

In terms of any impact on the amenities of the occupiers of the approved redevelopment
schemes, a gap of approximately 14m would be retained between the proposed front elevation
and front elevation of the bowling club scheme, on the opposite side of York Road, providing
sufficient separation to ensure no loss of privacy, light or dominant appearance would result.
Similarly, a gap of approximately 15m would be retained between the east side elevation and the
‘Countryside’ scheme on the opposite side of Park Street, and while this is positioned at a slightly
lower level than the application site, the separation is sufficient to ensure no harm would be
caused to the living conditions of future occupiers of this neighbouring development.

8.28

The main potential impact on neighbouring amenities would arise from the relationship of the
proposed rear elevation to the side elevation of Block E of the ‘Countryside’ scheme. At its
closest point the proposed building would be approximately 5m from the side of Block E. This
part of the ‘Countryside’ scheme involves an open, central first floor communal garden and
private garden areas, and while there would be no windows on the side elevations of the building
up to the second and third floors, the top apartments on Block E each have a balcony to the side
directly facing the rear elevation of the application building.

8.29

In terms of potential overlooking / loss of privacy issues, the main impact would be from rear
facing windows and balconies in the proposed development on the second floor and above. One
bedroom flats are proposed in the north-east corner on the second to fifth floors of the proposed
development. Each flat would have a rear facing living room window, a bedroom French window
with Juliette balcony and a small balcony also serving the bedroom. In relation to the eastern side
of Block E and specifically its third floor balcony, only the windows and balconies on the fourth

and fifth floors of the development would have the potential to cause overlooking concerns, (the
sixth floor having windows only that would be set back within the mansard roof). However, it is
considered that as the living room window is only secondary, (with the main bay window facing
east over Park Street), and the balconies are small and serve the bedroom only any loss of
privacy over the south-facing balcony on the east side of Block E would be limited.
8.30

The central garden area within Block E would be overlooked by the windows and balconies
serving the central one bedroom flats within the proposed development. However, these flats are
set further back into the building and would largely only overlook the communal part of the
garden. Any loss of privacy to the private garden areas within Block E would be limited.

8.31

As with the rest of the rear facing dwellings, the flat in the north-west corner of the building is also
only one bedroom. These flats each have a window, French windows and Juliette balcony and a
small balcony serving the living room. There is a south-facing balcony on the third floor of the
western side of Block E. However, as the proposed development is stepped down to five storey
on the western side, only the fourth floor rear windows would overlook the balcony on Block E.
Having regard to the fact that this is a one-bedroom flat and the balconies are proposed to mainly
provide light to the north facing living room, it is considered that any loss of privacy would be
limited.

8.32

In terms of the proposed development appearing overbearing, Block E is orientated from east to
west, the main outlook from these properties will not be harmed. The third and fourth floor southfacing balconies and windows would look up at what would effectively be a single storey and 2½
storey building which, at at least six metres away, is not considered to be overbearing.

8.33

As the main outlook from Block E is from east to west and the balconies are on the third and
fourth floors, the proposed development will not result in unacceptable loss of sunlight or daylight
to the neighbouring properties.

8.34

It is understood that the applicant has worked closely with Countryside Developments to ensure
the proposal does not harm the living conditions of future residents and this is evident from the
carefully designed scheme. Subject to conditions 7 and 16 in Section 11 of this report, the
proposal complies with Paragraph 127 (f) of the NPPF.
Whether the living conditions of future occupiers of the development are acceptable

8.35

Paragraph 127 (f) of the NPPF states planning decisions should ensure that developments
“create places that are safe, inclusive and accessible and which promote health and well-being,
with a high standard of amenity for existing and future users.” Policy HO3 of the BLPSV states
that proposals for higher density residential schemes in a sustainable location, in and around the
town centre, will be permitted subject to, inter alia, the need to ensure a satisfactory residential
amenity for the proposed accommodation.

8.36

All the proposed units have sufficient internal floor space that accord with the Nationally
Described Space Standards (2015).

8.37

In terms of daylight and sunlight, none of the 25 studios would be north-facing and, on the first to
fifth floors, all units facing east and west would have balconies serving their living rooms. Of the
studios with a southern aspect, all would have bay windows to their living space with the
exception of the studio on the 6th (top) floor which would have a standard window. The provision
of bay windows to the scheme resulted from advice from the DRP so that, in addition to better
integration with neighbouring properties, the levels of daylight/sunlight could be increased.

8.38

Of the one-bedroom apartments proposed, all of the two rear-corner units, (with the exception of
unit 48 on the top / sixth floor), facing north would have dual aspect living rooms. Each of the
central one-bedroom units facing north would have a small balcony to its living room. The
previously proposed continuous balconies on the north façade to the one-bedroom apartments
were changed on the advice of the DRP to individual smaller balconies to increase the
daylight/sunlight levels to the north facing door and windows.

8.39

All of the south-facing one and two bedroom apartments on the first to the fifth floors have bay
windows, with the two bedroom units being dual aspect. Overall, the level of daylight and
sunlight to all apartments is considered acceptable.

8.40

In order to ensure sufficient privacy is maintained between occupiers of the proposed
development, some of the side panels to the bay windows would be obscure glazed. In addition,
the small balconies serving bedrooms at the rear would also be provided with an obscure screen
to safeguard privacy.

8.41

Subject to conditions 7 and 16 in Section 11 of this report, the proposal would provide
satisfactory residential amenity to its occupiers and complies with Paragraph 127 (f) of the NPPF.
Highway implications and parking provision

8.42

Following consultation with the Design Review Panel, the originally submitted scheme was
amended to remove the basement car parking and car lift. In addition, the amended scheme
involves a reduction in the number of residential units to 53; a reduction in the number of parking
spaces from 17 to 5 to include 2 accessible parking spaces; an amendment of the proposed
ground floor use from residential units to A3/A4/D1; and bike storage located on the ground floor.

8.43

The Highway Authority has advised that with reference to the Borough’s Parking Strategy (2004),
the proposal attracts a maximum demand for 24 car parking spaces and that by providing only 5
car parking spaces the proposal is significantly below this adopted standard. However, it
acknowledges that the development is in a sustainable location where on-street parking is
managed by the Borough and that the NPPF specifically states that “Local Planning Authorities
should only impose local parking standards for residential and non-residential developments
where there is clear and compelling justification that is necessary to manage their local road
network.” Accordingly no objection is raised to the proposed parking provision.

8.44

Compared to the original scheme, the revised proposal would generate significantly less
vehicular trips, primarily as a result of the reduction of on-site parking provision. Accordingly, the
traffic associated with the development would not have a material impact on the local highway
network.

8.45

The scheme proposes 53 cycle parking spaces provided in a secure facility on the ground floor.
The Highway Authority initially advised that although the level of cycle parking is policy compliant,
the design and layout did not comply with current best practice. In response to this the applicant
submitted amended cycle parking details, however the Highway Authority has referred back
advising the types of racks proposed to be installed do not comply with West London Cycle
Parking Guidance. However, as the applicant has rightly pointed out, the Council’s adopted cycle
parking policy refers to the London Cycle Network Design Guide against which the proposed
cycle provision complies.

8.46

Based on the design, the long-term refuse servicing strategy requires the refuse and recycling
bins to be wheeled out to a vehicle stationed on Grove Road and this is acceptable. Whilst the
Highway Authority has advised that the short-term solution with a vehicle stationed on York Road
is not the preferred option given the relatively narrow carriageway, this is acceptable given that it
is only temporary whilst the redevelopment of Grove Road is carried out.

8.47

The Highway Authority has no objections to the proposal subject to conditions in respect of the
access to be constructed as approved, construction management plan to be submitted and
approved prior to commencement and details of the refuse bin and recycling provision to be
submitted and approved prior to occupation. The Highways Authority’s recommendation that a
condition be imposed requiring further details on the cycle parking provision to be submitted and
approved prior to occupation is not necessary, given the proposal complies with the Council’s
adopted cycle parking policy. Subject to conditions 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 the proposal complies
with adopted Local Plan Policies DG1, P4 and T5.

Whether the proposal would increase surface water runoff from the site leading to
increased flood risk
8.48

The applicant has submitted a Below Ground Drainage and SuDS (Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems) Report, (Prepared by Price & Myers, Version 5 July 2019), which has been reviewed by
the Lead local Flood Authority (LLFA). The report advises that the entire site is impermeable and
generates a peak run-off rate of 24.5l/sec for the 1 in 100 year storm event. The Surface Water
Strategy has been developed in line with the SuDS hierarchy. Infiltration is not feasible as
soakaways need to be located a minimum of 5m away from any structure and due to the limited
space on site this is not possible. Attenuation will therefore be provided to ensure surface water
run-off is as close to the 1 in 100 year greenfield run-off rate as practicable. Preliminary
calculations indicate that a volume of 30m³ is required to attenuate the surface water run-off from
the site to 3 l/sec for storm events up to the 1 in 100 year plus 20% allowance for climate change.

8.49

For the external hard paved areas, permeable paving will be utilised which will provide additional
storage and treatment for surface water run-off. This will be in the form of a lined ‘tanked’
system. In addition, a green roof has been incorporated where practicable on the flat area of the
mansard roof.

8.50

In response to queries raised by the LLFA, the applicant’s engineer has confirmed that in any
exceedance events, flows will drain to the road gully in Grove Road, away from the building. No
exceedance flows will reach the thresholds of the building. Falls away from building thresholds
will also be preserved. In response to the query regarding potential impacts of a 40% increase in
peak rainfall intensity, the applicant’s engineer has advised that the surface water volumes are
designed to be stored in the below ground attenuation tank, for the respective design flood events
including the 20% climate change allowance.
4.2m³ of storage would be needed to
accommodate the 40% upper estimate and this would be accommodated in the below ground
drainage network (manholes and pipework), and the permeable paving. A drawing clarifying how
the rainwater pipes will connect to the attenuation tank has also been provided.

8.51

The LLFA has been re-consulted on the additional points of clarification provided and its
response to these will be reported in the update report to Panel. However, it is not anticipated
that the LLFA will raise an objection to the proposal on flooding grounds, subject to additional
appropriately worded condition.
Affordable housing

8.52

Policy H3 of the adopted Local Plan requires housing development on sites of over 0.5 hectare or
15 or more dwellings to comprise at least 30% of the total to be delivered as on-site affordable
housing, and this approach is largely mirrored in emerging Policy HO3 of the BLPSV.

8.53

In this case, the applicant has provided financial appraisal information of the proposed
development, submitting that if it provided 30% affordable housing the proposal as a whole would
not be economically viable. Accordingly, this information has been reviewed by an independent
expert.

8.54

Having assessed the applicant’s Viability Study, by comparing the residual value of the proposed
scheme with an appropriate Benchmark Land Value figure, having regard to the NPPF and
published Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors Guidance Note into Financial Viability in
Planning, the Council’s independent expert has advised that the development would not be viable
with the affordable housing. Indeed, the expert has advised that, based on the applicant’s
adopted profit level of 20% of private Gross Development Value, the revised scheme of 53
private apartments is also not viable. Accordingly, if the applicant were to provide 10%
affordable, (the minimum required on major applications, set out in paragraph 64 of the NPPF),
housing this would also be unviable. In the expert’s opinion, in order to be profitable the
applicant’s adopted profit level would need to be reduced to approximately 17% which should
make the scheme deliverable. Consequently it has been established to the Council’s satisfaction
that it is not financially viable to provide affordable housing as part of this development.

Archaeological impacts
8.55

In accordance with Paragraph 128 of the NPPF, the applicant has submitted in support of the
application an ‘Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment’ prepared by Archaeological Solutions
Ltd and dated January 2017. This assessment presents the archaeological background to the
application area, assesses its archaeological potential and considers the likely impacts of the
development proposal on buried remains.

8.56

The principle conclusions of the assessment are:
1) There are no heritage assets, either designated or not, within or immediately adjacent to the
application area. The find spot of an Iron Age coin, illustrated as being adjacent to the site is
poorly provenanced, having been recorded as found “near maidenhead town’;
2) The wider area has revealed evidence of prehistoric, Roman and Saxon remains. The
application area lies outside of but not far from the historic medieval settlement of
Maidenhead and its post-medieval expansion;
3) Cartographic evidence indicates that the site was agricultural land from the 18th Century until
the late 19th Century, with the current terrace of houses of 23-33 York Road being
constructed around 1870;
4) The site has been subject to previous development and in particular all current properties on
site are basemented;
5) The assessment concludes that the site has low potential for buried remains of all periods but
makes no recommendations for the need of otherwise of archaeological investigation.

8.57

Berkshire Archaeology, consulted on this application, has advised that the Archaeological
Solutions Ltd’s desk-based assessment is a reasonable account of the known archaeological
resource within and in the vicinity of the application boundary. While the assessment concludes
that the site’s archaeological potential is low, a consideration of the known archaeology of the
wider Middle Thames Valley and of the topography of the site, lying on deposits of Taplow
Gravel, indicates that the area is not completely devoid of potential. However, this is a site of
modest area (circa 0.09 hectares) that has been subject, in part, to previous development. In
particular No’s. 23-33 York Road are basemented, in all probability removing all buried remains
from a significant proportion of the site area.

8.58

On balance the remaining area of the site that lies outside of the existing basements is of such
modest size, allied to the uncertain archaeological potential, that in Berkshire Archaeology’s view
it would be disproportionate to seek any archaeological investigation in relation to this scheme
should it be permitted. On this basis, no further action is required as regards the buried
archaeological heritage.
Air quality

8.59

The application site is located within an Air Quality Management Area and has the potential to
affect local air quality during the construction and operation phases. The proposed development
will also introduce relevant exposure to the area. Accordingly, the applicant commissioned an Air
Quality Assessment to be carried out, the report (undertaken by Redmore Environmental Ltd) for
which has been submitted with the application.

8.60

Environmental Protection has advised that the submitted report includes detailed dispersion
modelling of annual mean nitrogen dioxide and particulate matter at existing and proposed
receptor locations, and that the conclusion of the assessment is that the air quality impacts of the
development on all relevant receptors are not significant. The proposal is therefore acceptable in
terms of impact on air quality.
Ecology

8.61

A bat survey report has been submitted with the application, (Ethos Environmental Planning, Bat
Survey Report, July 2018), and is an update to a previous survey and report undertaken at the
site approximately two years previously. The previous survey concluded that the structures,
(terraced houses and pub) had negligible value for bats due to their condition and location. The

updated survey concludes that the structures are unchanged since the last survey, with no
potential access points for bats and no evidence of bats being found during the inspection.
Accordingly, the structures continue to have negligible potential to support bats.
8.62

The existing row of buildings are to be soft stripped to reclaim roof materials and the brick which
is of commercial value. This lends itself to a precautionary approach to ensure there are no bats
present and implementing actions in the unlikely event bats are found. This is secured by
condition 15 as set out in Section 11 of this report.
The Planning Balance

8.63

Paragraphs 10 and 11 of the NPPF 2019 set out that there will be a presumption in favour of
Sustainable Development. The latter paragraph states that:
For decision-taking this means: approving development proposals that accord with an up-to-date
development plan without delay; or where there are no relevant development plan policies, or the
policies which are most important for determining the application are out-of-date, granting
permission unless:

8.64

Footnote 7 of the NPPF (2019) clarifies that:
‘out-of-date policies include, for applications involving the provision of housing, situations
where the local planning authority cannot demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable
housing sites (with the appropriate buffer..).’

8.65

The BLPSV is not yet adopted planning policy and the Council’s adopted Local Plan is more than
five years old. The LPA cannot currently demonstrate a five year supply of deliverable housing
sites (with the appropriate 5% buffer). As such, in line with paragraph 11 d (ii) of the NPPF
(2019), including footnote 7, the ‘tilted balance’ is engaged. This sets out that planning
permission should be granted unless any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in the Framework taken
as a whole.

8.66

The proposal would have some harm to the visual amenities of the area, when viewed from Park
Street in relation to Block E of the ‘Countryside’ scheme. However, the proposal would make
more efficient use of a previously developed site to which the NPPF affords substantial weight,
and the site is within a sustainable location and would contribute to meeting the need for high
quality homes in the Royal Borough. Accordingly, the benefits of the scheme are not outweighed
by the harm.

9.

COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY (CIL)

9.1

The development is CIL liable, however the application site is within Maidenhead Town Centre
which attracts a £0 per square metre levy and therefore no CIL will be due in relation to the
proposal.
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11.

CONDITIONS RECOMMENDED FOR INCLUSION IF PERMISSION IS GRANTED

1

The development hereby permitted shall be commenced within three years from the date of this
permission.
Reason: To accord with the provisions of Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
(as amended).
No development shall take place above slab level until samples of the materials to be used on the
external surfaces of the development have first been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The development shall be carried out and maintained in accordance
with the approved details.
Reason: In the interests of the visual amenities of the area. Relevant Policies - Local Plan: DG1,
H10. MTCAAP: MTC4 and OA3.
No development shall take place above slab level until samples of all the finishing materials to be
used in the hard surfacing on the application site have been submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority and thereafter undertaken in accordance with the approved
scheme.
Reason: In the interests of the visual amenities of the area. Relevant Policies - Local Plan DG1,
H10. MTCAAP: MTC4.
The ground floor area described as commercial, on Drawing No. 200 Rev 06 shall be restricted to
a use falling within Class A4 or D1 of the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987
(as amended) only.
Reason: To ensure the retention of the existing community facility use in accordance with
MTCAAP Policy OA3.
Prior to occupation of the ground floor in any A4 use, details of any venting, ducting and/or fume
extraction equipment shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The equipment shall be installed and retained in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure the proposed equipment does not harm the appearance of the building in the
interests of the visual amenity of the area. Relevant Policies - Local Plan: DG1. MTCAAP: OA3.
The development shall not be occupied until all means of enclosure, (particularly to the north of
the site), have been constructed in accordance with details that have first been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure the satisfactory resultant appearance and standard of amenity of the site and
the surrounding area. Relevant Policies - Local Plan: DG1. MTCAAP: OA3.
The obscure screens in the north facing elevation shall be fitted with obscure glass that has a
minimum level 3 obscurity. The windows shown on drawing numbers 201, 202, 203, 204 and
205 (all revision 06) shown to have obscure glazing shall be of a permanently fixed, non-opening
design and fitted with obscure glass minimum level 3 obscurity. These screens and windows shall
not be altered.
Reason: To prevent overlooking and loss of privacy to neighbouring occupiers. Relevant Policy
MTCAAP MTC4.
Other than shown on the approved drawings, no plant shall be installed on the building without
planning permission having first been obtained from the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In the interests of the visual amenities of the area. Relevant Policies - MTCAAP MTC4
and Local Plan DG1.
No part of the development shall be occupied until the access has been constructed in
accordance with the approved drawing. The access shall thereafter be retained as approved.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and the free flow of traffic. Relevant Policies - Local
Plan T5, DG1.
Prior to construction a management plan showing how construction traffic, (including cranes),
materials storage, facilities for operatives and vehicle parking and manoeuvring will be
accommodated during the works period shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The plan shall be implemented as approved and maintained for the
duration of the works or as may be agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and the free flow of traffic. Relevant Policies - Local
Plan T5.
No part of the development shall be occupied until vehicle parking space has been provided in
accordance with the approved drawing. The space approved shall be retained for parking in
association with the development.
Reason: To ensure that the development is provided with adequate parking facilities in order to
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reduce the likelihood of roadside parking which could be detrimental to the free flow of traffic and
to highway safety. Relevant Policies - Local Plan P4, DG1.
No part of the development shall be occupied until covered and secure cycle parking facilities
have been provided in accordance with the approved drawing and details. These facilities shall
thereafter be kept available for the parking of cycles in association with the development at all
times.
Reason: To ensure that the development is provided with adequate cycle parking facilities in
order to encourage the use of alternative modes of transport. Relevant Policies - Local Plan T7,
DG1.
No part of the development shall be occupied until the refuse bin storage area and recycling
facilities have been provided in accordance with the approved drawing. These facilities shall be
kept available for use in association with the development at all times.
Reason: To ensure that the development is provided with adequate facilities that allow it to be
serviced in a manner which would not adversely affect the free flow of traffic and highway safety
and to ensure the sustainability of the development. Relevant Policies - Local Plan T5, DG1.
The development shall not be occupied until the hard and soft landscaping scheme has been
implemented within the first planting season following the substantial completion of the
development in accordance with details that have first been submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority. The development shall be retained in accordance with the
approved details. If within a period of five years from the date of planting of any tree or shrub
shown on the approved landscaping plan, that tree or shrub, or any tree or shrub planted in
replacement for it, is removed, uprooted or destroyed or dies, or becomes seriously damaged or
defective, another tree or shrub of the same species and size as that originally planted shall be
planted in the immediate vicinity.
Reason: To ensure a form of development that maintains, and contributes positively to, the
character and appearance of the area Relevant Policies - Local Plan DG1.
Prior to the demolition of the building and once the building has been made safe, i.e. opened up
and scaffolding erected, an ecologist shall inspect the building for evidence of bats as set out in
Section 5.0 of the submitted and approved Bat Survey Report (by Ethos Environmental
Planning), dated July 2018. Should evidence of bats be found works will cease and the
measures set out in the approved Bat Survey Report implemented in full.
Reason: In the interests of any bats as a protected species and in accordance with Paragraph
170 (d) of the NPPF.
The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the approved plans
listed above.
Reason: To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with the approved
particulars and plans.

Informatives
1

Due to the close proximity of the site to existing residential properties, the applicant's attention is
drawn to the Considerate Constructors Scheme initiative. This initiative encourages contractors
and construction companies to adopt a considerate and respectful approach to construction
works, so that neighbours are not unduly affected by noise, smells, operational hours, vehicle
parking at the site or making deliveries, and general disruption caused by the works. By signing
up to the scheme, contractors and construction companies commit to being considerate and
good neighbours, as well as being clean, respectful, safe, environmentally conscious,
responsible and accountable. The Council highly recommends the Considerate Constructors
Scheme as a way of avoiding problems and complaints from local residents and further
information on how to participate can be found at www.ccscheme.org.uk
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